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1. INTRODUCTION 
Indices in Banach function spaces have been introduced in a natural 
and simple manner by J. J. Grobler [2] in terms of the convergence 
properties of disjoint series. In this paper, we use the fact that Grobler’s 
definitions may be readily formulated in Banach lattices to define upper 
and lower indices for a Banach lattice and to investigate their properties. 
Indices for Dedekind complete Banach lattices have been earlier defined 
by T. Shimogaki [6] and we show that the indices to be defined below 
coincide with those of Shimogaki. This resolves a question raised in [2] 
and at the same time leads in a natural way to the isomorphic charac- 
terizations of abstract Lr-spaces given recently by P. Meyer-Nieberg [5]. 
In addition, we obtain a new isomorphic characterization of abstract 
M-spaces. 
Throughout the paper, we shall in general adopt the notation and 
terminology of the theory of Riesz spaces as set out in [3]. For any Banach 
lattice E, E+ shall denote the positive cone of E, E* the Banach dual 
of E and E,* the band of normal integrals on E. We shall use without 
further reference the well known fact that disjoint normal integrals on a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space have disjoint carrier bands (see [3], Note 
VIII). For any sequence {x% : n = 1, 2, . . .) of elements of a Banach lattice 
E, we shall use the notation ]/{]I~~l]}l]~ t o d enote the expression an ]]~~]]r)~lr 
for 1 QP < 00 and sup {~Ix~~I : n = 1, 2, . . .} for p = oo with the obvious under- 
standing that each finite subset of E is to be regarded as a finitely non-zero 
sequence. 
The work in this paper was done while the author was a guest at the 
Mathematics Institute of Leiden State University. The author wishes to 
express his gratitude to the Institute for their warm hospitality and 
wishes in particular to thank Professor A. C. Zaanen for his interest and 
helpful comments. 
2. COMPOSITION AND DECOMPOSITION PROPERTIES OF A BANACH LATTICE 
There are in the literature a large number of characterizations of the 
notion of order continuity of the norm on a Banach lattice. We find it 
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convenient to gather some of these characterizations into the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The Banuch lattice E is said to have order continuous 
norm ifl any of the following equivalent properties hold. 
(i) ur 4 0 implies llurll 4 0. 
(ii) Ogu, f <u implies thfzt {un} is convergent. 
(iii) E is Dedekind a-complete and u,, 4 0 implies llu,,ll 4 0. 
(iv) Each order bounded di8jOint sequence in Ef converges to 0. 
The equivalence of statements (i), (ii), [iii) above may be found, for 
example, in [3], Note XI, Theorem 33.8 and Corollary 33.9, while the 
equivalence of statement (ii) with statement (iv) is most easily seen from 
Satz 1 of [4]. We remark also from Corollary 33.9 of [3], Note XI, that 
if the Banach lattice E has order continuous norm, then E is Dedekind 
super complete. 
DEBINITION 2.2. The Banach lattice E is said to have the l%ompo&tion 
property, 1 <p ==zi 00, if whenever {x~} C E+ is a disjoint sequence for which 
the 8eqUt??ZCe {IIXnll} E @, it fOllOW8 that SUP, 11xl+...+z,$j~< 00. 
For the case that E is a Banach function space, it is a simple matter 
to see that the above definition coincides with that given in [2]. We 
remark that each Banach lattice E always has the P-composition property 
and that if E has the @composition property, then also E has the P- 
composition property whenever 1 G T up. 
THEOREM 2.3. If the Banach lattice E hae the @composition property 
f Or acme p > 1, then E* has order wntinuou8 norm. 
PROOF. Assume that E has the @composition property for some p> 1. 
It is necessary to show that each order bounded disjoint sequence in E*+ 
converges to 0. Suppose that this is not the case, so that there exists 
E> 0, 0 ~4 E E* and a disjoint sequence {&} C E* with 0~4% ~4 and 
Il+nll>~ for n=l, 2, . . . . There exists a sequence {z~} C Ef with Ilxfill < 1 
and r&(xm) >E for n= 1, 2, . . . . Observe that 
kt +k=$hv...v&n<$, n= 1, 2, . . . 
implies that I&(X) +- 0 as n + co for every x E E. Passing to a subsequence 
if necessary and relabelling, we may assume that 
&2-n 




Zn=(Xn-2% 2 xk- 2 ikkXk)+, ?&=I, 2, . . . . 
k<n k>n 
It is easily seen that O<Z,<X~ for n=l, 2, . . . and that z,Az,=O for 
n#m. We have 
x,--&=x, A (2n x xk+ 2 2-kxk) 
k<s k>Vk 
and so 
+n(xn - 4 < zn kz &AXk) + 2-“ll~ll 
It follows that 
< i for all sufficiently large n. 
(1) 
& 
&&l&) > - 2 
holds for all n sufficiently large. Let now (01,) be a sequence in Zp+. Since 
~~zn[~~I~xm~~~l for each n=l, 2, . . . . it follows that the sequence {Ilar,x,l]) 
is also an element of Zr+. Since E is assumed to have the Zr composition 
property, it follows that 
(L 
Thus 
sup, 11 2 akzkll =M< 00. 
k-l 
kil ak+(Zk)<~II+II for n=h 2, . . . . 
It follows that the sequence {+(zb)} E Zq, where l/p + l/q= 1. Since p< do) 
it follows in particular that +( zk -+ 0 as k + 60 and this contradicts ( 1, ) 
above. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The Banach lattice E is said to have the b-decompo- 
sition property, 1 <p< 00, i# whenever {xn} C E+ is a disjoint order bounded 
sequence it follows that the sequence {IIXnll> E Z@. 
It is clear that the above definition coincides with that given in [2] 
for the case that E is a Banach function space. Further we remark that 
each Banach lattice E has trivially the Zw-decomposition property and 
that if E has the Zr-decomposition property then E has also the Zr-de- 
composition property whenever 002 r >p. 
THEOREM 2.5. If the Banach lattice E has the Z%Jecomposition property 
for some p < CO, then each norm bounded increasing sequence in E+ is 
convergent. 
PROOF. Assume that E has the P-decomposition property for some 
p < 00. It is an immediate consequence of Definition 2.1 (iv) that E has 
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order continuous norm and so by Theorem 39.1 of [3], E is an order dense 
ideal in A’,**. Let {xlc> C E+ satisfy O<xntn and sup% llxn\l < 00. Write 
x** = sup,, X~ in E?, observing that supA xn exists in E,**. If the sequence 
(xn> is not convergent, it follows from Definition 2.1 that the norm on 
E:* is not order continuous and so there exists E> 0, 0~ y** E Ei* and 
a disjoint sequence {y:*> C E,** with 0~ yn* Q y** and Ily:*ll >E for 
n=l, 2, . . . . There exists a sequence (&> C E*+ with Il+,,ll< 1 and &(y:*) > E 
for each n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Since E is order dense in E:*, it follows that there 
is a sequence {xn} C E with 0 <x,, < yz* Q y** and 4,(x%) > E for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
In particular, the sequence (x~} is disjoint and satisfies Ilx,ll >E for 
n=l,2 , . . . . Define 
zk= i n-lJpxn, k=l, 2, . . . . 
N-1 
Note that if k’>k, then 
IIZk’ -zkll= 11 5 n-l’px7&ll Q k-l’PIIxfi v . . . v x&q <k-l’qly**(l. 
It follows that z n-ifrx, converges in E and clearly 
0 < k-l/pxk < 5 n-llpx%, k=l, 2, . . . . 
n-1 
Since E has the P-decomposition property, it follows that 
which is a contradiction, and the proof is complete. 
By the well known Theorem of Ogasawara [3] the following is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.6;. 
COROLLARY 2.6. If the Banuch lattice E hue the @decompo&tion property 
for some p< 00 and if E has the lr-composition property for some r> 1, then 
E is re$exive. 
DEFINITION 2.7. The Banuch lattice E is said to have the strong 19 
composition property, 1 <p < oo, i# there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
whenever {xk} C E+ is a finite disjoint subset, it follows that 
IlIz Xkll ~mmkllIllP. 
It is clear that each Banach lattice has the strong P-composition 
property. The next result is a simple consequence of the preceding defi- 
nition and its proof is omitted. We recall that if P is a subset of the Banach 
lattice E, then Pa= (x E E: IzI A IyI = 0 for all y E P}. 
LEMMA 2.8. If 1 <pg 60 and if F is a projection band in E, then E 
has the strong Wcomposition property if and only if both F and Fd have 
the strong Wcomposition property. 
DEFINITION 2.9. The wm on a Banach lattice E is c&led a weak 
Fatou norm if there exists a constant k> 0 such that 0 <zcr f u implies 
Ilull 6 k SUP? II4l* 
LEMMA 2.10. Assume that the norm on the Banach lattice E is a weak 
Fatou norm tith weak Fatou con-stunt k> 0. Let F be a band in E. If 
1 <pg 00, then E has the strong l%omposition property if and only if both 
F and Fd have the strong P-composition property. 
PROOF. It is clear that if E has the strong P-composition property 
for some p, 1 <p < 00, then both F and Fd have the strong P-composition 
property. Assume then that both F and Fd have the strong P-composition 
property, with constants K’, K” respectively. Set R= max (K’, R”). Let 
{ Xl, -.., x~} be a finite d isjoint subset of E+. Since E is Archimedean, 
we have that 
x1+ . . . +xm= sup(y~F @Fd:O<y<x~++..+x,,}. 
Let E> 0 be given. Since the norm on E is weak Fatou, it follows that 
there exists 0<y~F@Fd such that O<y<q+...+x, and 
IIxl+...+x~:nll--E~lly(l. 
Write y=u+v where O<UE F and Ogv E Fa and set u=ui+...+u,,, 
v=q+ . . . +v, with O<ul, vt <xi for 1 <i <m. Note that each of the sets 
(ua}, (vi) consists of disjoint elements. It follows that 
and the result follows. 
If A, B are subsets of the Banach lattice E, we will write A A B=O 
if 1x1 A lyl = 0 whenever x E A and y E B. We give now one of the main 
results of the paper. 
THEOREM 2.11. If the Banach lattice E has weak Fatou norm or hue 
the principal projection property, then the following statements are equivalent, 
l=Gp<=. 
(i) E has the B-composition property. 
(ii) E has the strong P-composition property. 
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PROOF. It is clearly necessary to prove only the implication (i) =+ (ii). 
Observe that it is a simple consequence of Definition 2.4 that a Banech 
lattice L does not have the strong H-composition property if and only if 
for each E> 0 and N > 0 there exists a finite disjoint set {xi) C L+ such 
that Il~ll4lNlP~~ and 112 4l>N. A ssume then that E has either weak 
Fatou norm or the principal projection property and that E does not 
have the strong @composition property for some p, 1 <p < 00. We will 
construct inductively a disjoint sequence {XI} C E+ such that (Ilzrll} E 2~ 
for which supn llzi + . . . + z,ll = 00. This will contradict the assumption that 
E has the P-composition property. Suppose that, for 1 gi~n, there have 
been defined blocks {Bt} C E+ such that (a) each block Z3g consists of a 
finite disjoint subset of E+ with ~~{~~x~~: 2 E &}/lP<2-~ and 112 x: x E Ql>i, 
(b) & A Bf= 0 if i #j and (c) {V Bg : 1 <i <n]d does not have the strong 
b-composition property. It follows from (c) that there exists a finite 
disjoint set {Q} C {V Bt : 1 <i Q n}” such that Il(llx~II}IIP < 2-n-i and 112 ztll> 
> 2n + 3. Let no be the least integer m for which II&cm xi/l > n+ 1. Then 
Il&n0 ztIJ>n+ 1 and it follows from the fact that llxnOll < 1 that also 
Il&noall>n+ 1. Define x’ = sup (Q : i <no}, x” = sup {xi : i > nc} end 
y= sup{Bi: l<i<n}. Observe that z’Az”=x’Ay=x”Ay=O and that 
by inductive assumption, the band {y>” does not have the strong Zp- 
composition property. From Lemmas 2.8 or 2.10, it follows that either 
the principal band generated by z’ in {y}” does not have the strong 
Zp-composition property or the band {y}” n (x’}d does not have the strong 
@-composition property. The induction step is completed by setting 
&+I = {xg : i>nc} if the band generated by x’ in (y>d does not have the 
strong H-composition property and by setting Bn+l = {Q : i <no> otherwise. 
Consider now the disjoint sequence {Q}= u Bf in E+. It is clear that 
{Ilztll} E Zp. From the fact that 112 zf: zg E B,Jl>n for each n, it follows 
that supk llzi + . . . + zxll= oo. It follows that E does not have the Zp- 
composition property and this contradicts (i). 
DEFINITION 2.12. The Banuch lattice E is said to have the strong B- 
decomposition property, 1 <p < 00, if there exists a constant ill> 0 such that 
whenever x E E+ and {xk) C E+ is a Jinite disjoint system majorized by x, 
it follows that 
llu~mlP 4 JQ4I* 
It is clear that each Banach lattice E has the strong ZOo-decomposition 
property. It is also easily seen that if F is a projection band in E, then 
E has the strong Zp-decomposition property if and only if both F and 
Fd have the strong Zp-decomposition property. 
THEOREM 2.14. The following statements are equivaZent for the Banach 
lattice E and 1 <pi W. 
(i) E has the ZP-decomposition property. 
(ii) E has the strong Zp-decomposition property. 
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PROOF. Each of the statements (ii) and (ii) are satisfied if p = 00 and 
it is clear that (ii) always implies (i). We show that (i) =+ (ii) and so assume 
that E has the P-decomposition property for some p with 1 <p c 00. 
From Theorem 2.6, it follows that the norm on E is order continuous, 
Assume that E does not have the strong P-decomposition property. We 
proceed by induction. Suppose that there have been defined, for 1 <i<n, 
blocks BZ C E+ such that (a) each block Ba consists of a finite disjoint 
system in E+, (b) Bs A Bj = 0 for i #j, (c) IIV Bs\l< 2-t and Il{l\xll: 2 E Bi}llp > 1 
and (d) the band {V Bti : 1 Q i G n}” does not have the strong P-decomposition 
property. It follows easily from (d) and Definition 2.12 that there exists 
0 <x E E with x A (V Bi : 1 <i < n) = 0 and a finite disjoint system {xi} C E+ 
majorized by x, such that llxll< 2-n-1 and Il{llx~ll}llP<3-l’p. Denote by rto 
the least integer m for which Il{ll~\l: i<m}ll,> 1. It follows that Il{[l~ll: 
i <ns)llp > 1 and from the fact that llxnOll < 1, it follows also that Il{llall: 
i>no)(lp> 1. Write 2=x1 V . . . V xnO and denote by P the projection of E 
onto the principal band generated by z. Set y = V (Bt : 1 <i <n}. By 
induction hypothesis, the band {y}” d oes not have the strong P-decom- 
position property. It follows that either P({y}“) does not have the strong 
P-decomposition property or (I-P)({y}d) does not have the strong Zr- 
decomposition property. The induction step is completed by setting 
B%+I=(x~: i>no} if P({y>“) d oes not have the strong Zr-decomposition 
property and by setting Bn+l = {xf : i G no> otherwise. Consider the sequence 
(a>= u Bg. The disjoint sequence (~$3 is majorized by xc1 (V Bn), and 
by construction, we have ll{~}llr = oo. This contradicts the fact that E 
is assumed to have the Zr-decomposition property. 
THEOREM 2.14. Let l/p + l/q = 1. The following statements are equivalent 
for the Banuch lattice E. 
(i) E has the Z%Zecmnposition property. 
(ii) E* has the Z%omposition property. 
PROOF. Since each Banach lattice has always the I”-decomposition 
property and the Ii-composition property, we need consider only the case 
that p< CO. 
(i) =+- (ii). Assume that E has the ID-decomposition property for some 
p < 00. From Theorem 2.5, it follows that the norm on E is order con- 
tinuous. Let {&} C E*+ be a disjoint sequence and assume that {Il$,Jl} E Zq 
where l/p + l/q = 1. If O<x E E, denote by {Q} the disjoint sequence of 
components of x in the disjoint carrier bands of the sequence {&} of 
normal integrals on E. Observe that 
(,i bdw c jI b&d g kt lldkll IIXkll, n=l,2 ) . . . . 
By assumption, {llxk[ I} Z E p and so it follows that sup, (x-, #k)(x) < 00. 
It follows from the uniform boundedness principle that sup, 11x-, &II < 00 
and so (ii) follows. 
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(ii) + (i). Assume that E* has the B-composition property for some 
q> 1. Let 0 <z,, <x be a disjoint order bounded sequence in E+. To show 
that {11~~11} E b, l/p+ l/q= 1, it suffices to show that 2% olnllz,Jl< 00 for 
each sequence {h) E Zg+. Choose {&} C E*+ such that 
II&II < 1 and &(x~) > llx,Jl- 2-n(01n)-le, if 01~ # 0, for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
By replacing each & with its component in the carrier band in E* of the 
normal integral x,, E Ez*, we may assume that the sequence {&} is norm 
bounded and disjoint. We have, for k= 1, 2, . .., 
It follows that ES, ocnllx,Jl< 00 whenever {an} E b+ and the implication 
(ii) * (i) follows. 
LEMMA 2.16. Let E be a Banach lattice and let ($1, . . . . &n) be a jinite 
disjoint subset of E *+. Let E> 0. There e&d g, . .., xn E E+ such that ]l~ll< 1, 
xt Aq=O if i#j and 
PROOF. For 1 <i in, there exists 0 <Q E E with llzrll< 1 and b(a) > 
> I/#1 -e/2*+1. By the disjointness of the system {&}, there exists 0 <a’ E E, 
l<i<n, such that O<q’<a and 
Write 
%=(a’- V q’)+ for l<ign 
i*f 
and note that xg A q= 0 if i #j. For 1 <i <n, we have 
444 =4&d -+&’ A ( v 4)) 
t*f 
> +&t’) - I: &q’) >&(a) - E2-g-2 - .an-l 
i*f 
> ~~c#~ -&24--l -&24-a -&2-m-2 > Ilr&ll- &24 
and the statement of the Lemma readily follows. 
THEOREM 2.16. Assume that the Banuch lattice E iLas either the principal 
projection property or has weak Fatou norm. For 1 <p G oo and I/p + l/q = 1, 
the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) E k the Z%xmposition property. 
(ii) E* has the ZMecompoeition property. 
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PROOF. Since each Ban&oh lattice has both the P-composition property 
and the P-decomposition property we will consider only the case that 
p>l. 
(ii) +- (i). Assume that E* has the &-decomposition property for some p, 
q< 00. Let {zn} CE+ be a disjoint sequence with {&zn/l> E Zp, where 
l/p+ l/q= 1. Let 0~4 E E* and denote by (48) the disjoint sequence of 
components of $ in the disjoint carrier bands in E* of the disjoint sequence 
of normal integrals {zn) C E,**. Obmrve that 
By the uniform boundedness principle, it follows that sup, lIzal xnll< 00 
and so E hits the ZP-composition property. 
(i) =+ (ii). Assume that E has the Zp-composition property for some p, 
p> 1. Let Og& G# be an order bounded disjoint sequence in E*. Let 
(01~) E Zp+ and let k be a given positive integer. By Lemma 2.15 above, 
there exists a disjoint subset 1x1, . . ., xk:k) C Ef with [IQ[/ < 1, 1 <i Q k, and 
Since E has the ZP-composition property, it follows from Theorem 2.11 
that there exists a constant M> 0 such that whenever {a) C E+ is a finite 
disjoint system, then 112 zill <Hll{ll~ll)ll~. Thus 
It follows that x-, anl~~nll< oo and 80 the sequence {I&ll) is an element 
of Zq, l/p+ l/q= 1, and the proof is complete. 
Similar results to Theorems 2.14, 2.16 above but with E* replaced 
by E,* are valid if the Banach lattice E is Dedekind complete, has a 
separating family of normal integrals and has weak Frttou norm. These 
results however 8re not immediate consequences of Theorems 2.14, 2.16. 
To indicate the step necessary to adapt the above proofs, we give a lemma 
which is certainly known but for which we have no convenient reference. 
Although the essential idea is contained in [3] Note XIII, the proof is 
not explicitly given and so we include here details of proof for the sake 
of completeness. 
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LENMA 2.18. Bwppose that the Banach lattice E is Dedekind complete 
and ha-s a separating family of normal integrals. If the norm on E is weak 
Fatou with weak Fatou constant k> 0, then, for each x E E+ 
PROOE. Let {&} b e a maximal disjoint subset of positive elements of 
Ez. Denote by A, the carrier band of C& in E and for each finite subset 
CJ of {r}, let P, denote the projection on &II @ A,. Let O<X E E be given. 
Since the normal integrals on E separate the points of E, the maximality 
of the system {A> * pl rm ies that x= sup0 P,x. Since the norm on E is 
weak Fatou, it follows that ]]x]l< k supa I]P,x]]. Write $(a)= (z 6: t E u) 
and note that $(cJ) de&es a strictly positive normal integral on P/E. 
Observe that the restriction of the given norm on E to P,E is again a 
weak Fatou norm with weak Fatou constant k > 0. Denoting by qd(o) the 
normal linear semi-norm z -+ +(a)(]~/), z E POE, it follows from Lemma 
41.1 of [3] that 
(1) IIP~~ll<ksu~~ejP’(P,x) where &‘=]I ]I Anew, n=l, 2, . . . . 
Denote by A, (a1 the collection of all positive linear forms y on P,E for 
which eV<&” where e&)=y(]z]), x E POE. Observe that each element 
w E AZ has an extension to a positive normal integral on E of norm at 
most 1. Moreover, 
(2) ,&i’(x) = sup {y( lz]) : y E A!?) 
holds for each z E POE. The conclusion of the Lemma now follows from 
the fact that ]]zl] Q k sup IIPaxlj together with statements (1) and (2). 
THEOREM 2.18. Let E be a De&kind complete Banuch lattice with a 
separating family of normal integrals. If the norm on E is weak Fatou, then 
the following statements are equivalent for 1 <pi 00 and l/p+ l/q= 1. 
(i) E has the l%-lecomposition property (composition property). 
(ii) E,’ has the lq-composition property (decomposition property). 
We omit the details of proof, which are via Lemma 2.17 above essentially 
the same as those of Theorems 2.14, 2.16 above. 
3. INDICES IN BANACH LATTICES 
The following def?nitions are given in [2] for Banach function spaces. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let E be a Banach lattice. 
(a) The upper index a(E) is defined by a(E)= inf @> 1: E has the l@- 
dec077bp08itbn property). 
(b) The lower index s(E) is dejined by s(E) = sup (up> 1: E has the lo- 
composition property). 
We note the following result whose proof is essentially that given in [2]. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let E be a Banach lattice. 
(a) I/ dim EC 00, then a(E) = 1 and s(E)= 00. 
(b) I/ dim E = 00, then 1 <s(E) Q a(E) < 00. 
PROOF. (a) It is sufficient to note that if dim E < 00 then each disjoint 
sequence in E+ is finitely non-zero. 
(b) Assume dim E = co and that s(E) > a(E). There exist real numbers 
p and r such that oo>s(E) >JJ >r> a(E) > 1. It follows that E has the 
P-composition property and the P-decomposition property. Since 2, > r, 
there exist sequences (LYE} E B+, {&} E Is+ where l/r+ l/s = 1 such that 
& w%= CQ. Let {&} C E *+ be a disjoint sequence with ]]&I]= 1 for 
n= 1, 2, . . . . Such a sequence exists since E is assumed to have i&mite 
dimension. From Theorem 2.3, the norm on E* is order continuous. 
Moreover it is always true that E* has the so-called weak Fatou property 
for sequences i.e. O<ynf, {yn> C E*, sup% l]ynl] < 00 implies sup% vn exists 
in E*. It follows then, since E* has the P-composition property by 
Theorem 2.14, that 2 /3,& is norm convergent in E*. Let {x~} C E+ 
satisfy I[x,]] < 1 and &(x~)l> 4 for n= 1, 2, . . . . Since the norm on E is 
order continuous, by Theorem 2.5, we may assume that the sequence 
{x~} is disjoint by replacing, if necessary, each xfl by its component in 
the carrier band in E of the normal integral $+ From Theorem 2.6 and 
the fact that E has the @-composition property it follows that the series 
2 anxn is norm convergent in E and so 
cQ= * z\ &a/L < 2 &&pn&&a:la) = (z‘ /L+f&)(~ w4 < CcJ 
and this is clearly a contradiction. 
The following relations are now easily established as in [2] and so we 
omit the details. 
THEOREM 3.3. Swppose that the Banuch lattice E has the principal 
projection property or has weak Fatou norm. Then 
1 1 1 
4E) 
-=l a& - 
1 
- + s(E*) @I 
- =l. 
+ o(E*) 
THEOREM 3.4. If the Banach lattice E is Dedekind cumplete, has a 
separating family of normal integrals and has weak Patou norm, then 
1 1 1 
-- - 
u(E) + 4E3 
=l and L+ 
s(E) 4%) 
=l. 
We turn now to a discussion of the notion of index introduced by 
T. Shimogaki [6]. Some preliminary definitions are required. 
DEFINITION 3.5. The norm on the Banuch lattice E is called a lower 
semi-p-norm (respectively, upper semi-p-norm) for 1 QP < 00 if whenever 
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{Q> C E+ is a jinite disjoint subset, it follows thut 
The following definition is given in [S] for Banach lattices which satisfy 
the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 above. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let E be a Banuch lattice. The numbers a’(E), s’(E) 
are &&ed a8 follows. 
(a) a’(E) = inf @: p> 1 an& there exists on E an equivalent lower semi-p- 
wm}. 
(b) s’(E) = sup (r, : p > 1 and there exiists on E an equivalent upper semi-p- 
norm>. 
The next result exhibits the link between the definitions of Shimogaki 
and Grobler. It is presented separately as it is of interest in its own right. 
We point out also that the following Theorem 3.7 is the content of [4], 
Lemma. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let E be a Banach lattice. The following statements are 
equivalent, 16~ < co. 
(i) E haa the IMecomposition property. 
(ii) There exists on E an equivalent lower semi-p-norm. 
PROOF. It is simply verified that (ii) * (i). We prove only (i) =+ (ii). 
Since E has the B-decomposition property, it follows from Theorem 2.13 
that E has the strong B-decomposition property. It is now easily verified 
that the semi-norm qP deflned by setting eP(x) = sup {]]{]]Q]])]]~: {a} C E+ 
is a tite disjoint subset majorized by Ix]) is a lower semi-p-norm equi- 
valent to the given norm on E. 
COROLLARY 3.8. For any Banach lattice E, the equality a(E)=o’(E) is 
ab+.i8 valid. 
Before making a similar statement for the lower indices, we need the 
following well known fact for which an elementary proof may be extracted 
from the proof of Theorem 3.2 of [l]. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let E be a Banuch lattice. The following statements are 
equivalent for l<p< 00 and l/p+l/q=l. 
(a) E has an equivalent upper (lower) semi-p-norm. 
(b) E* haa an equivalent lower (upper) semi-q-norm. 
THEOREM 3.10. Buppoee that the Banach lattice E has the principal 
projection property or that E lias a weuk Fatou norm. The following statements 
are equivalent for 1 <p< 00. 
(i) E has the l%omposition property. 
(ii) E iLas an equivalent upper semi-p-norm. 
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PROOF. The implication (ii) + (i) is always clearly true. The impli- 
cation (i) + (ii) follows from Theorem 2.16, Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.9. 
COROLLARY 3.11. If the Banach lattice E has the principal projection 
property or if E has weak Fatou norm then s(E) =s’(E). 
4. soME REMARKS 0N AB~TRAC'~ &SPACES 
The Banach lattice E is called an abstract Lr-space, 1 <p c 00 whenever 
Z, YEE+, xAy=O implies 112+ylip=[Izllp+[Iyllp. Since any norm on a 
Banach lattice E is trivially an upper semi-l-norm, the following charac- 
terization of abstract Li-spaces is a special case of Theorem 3.7. 
THEOREM 4.1. The following statements are equivalent for the Banuch 
lattice E. 
(i) E has the ll-decomposition property. 
(ii) E bus an equivalent abstract D-space norm. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 1 <p< 00. The following statements are equivalent 
for the Banach lattice E. 
(i) E has the I~-dewmposition property and E has the P-composition 
property. 
(ii) E has an equivalent abstract D-space norm. 
PROOF. The implication (ii) + (i) is simply verified. Assume then that 
condition (i) is satisfied. By Theorem 2.5, the norm on E is order con- 
tinuous and by Theorem 3.10, E has an equivalent upper semi-p-norm. 
We may therefore without loss of generality assume that the given norm 
on E is an upper semi-p-norm. As in the proof of Theorem 3.7, the lower 
semi-p-norm on E given by e,(x) = sup {[l(llx#lP: {Q) C E+ is a finite 
disjoint subset majorized by IzI} is an equivalent norm on E. It follows 
easily from the Riesz decomposition property and the fact that the given 
norm on E is an upper semi-p-norm that the norm eP is itself also an 
upper semi-p-norm. Since a norm is an abstract LP-norm iff it is both 
upper semi-p and lower semi-p, it follows that eP is an equivalent abstract 
Lr-norm on E and the proof is complete. 
The Banach lattice E is called an abstract M-space if and only if 
h +mll= ma= (IMI, lla4l) w h enever 0~x1, x2 are disjoint elements of E+. 
Since any norm on a Banach lattice is always a lower semi-m-norm, 
the next result is a special case of Theorem 3.10. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume thut the Banuch lattice E has either the principal 
projection property or that the norm on E is a weak Fatou norm. The following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) E has the P-composition property. 
(ii) E k equivalent abstract M-space norm. 
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MATHEMATICS 
ON INTERSECTIONS OF PAIRS OF STEINER TRIPLE SYSTEMS 
BY 
J. I. HALL AND J. T. UDDING 
(Communicated by Prof. J. H. van Lint at the meeting of November 27, 1976) 
Numerous articles exist in the literature concerning the intersection 
properties of collections of Steiner triple systems based on the same point 
set ([a], [5], [ll], [12], [la], [15], [16], [19], [20]). In this paper we discuss 
several methods, first used by the authors in [7], for treating such problems. 
We apply these methods to reprove some known results and to furnish 
several new results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A linear space, (X, A), is a non-empty set of points X and a collection A 
of subsets of X, called lines, such that each line contains at least two points 
and each pair of points occurs in exactly one line. A Steiner triple system 
(for short, triple system) is a linear space in which all lines (called triples) 
have cardinality 3. Note that we allow the linear space and Steiner triple 
system ({z}, $3). A partial Steiner triple system, (X, A), is a point set X and 
a collection A of lines of size 3 such that each pair of points is in at most 
one line. A &u&puce of a linear space, (X, A), is a linear space, (Y, B), 
with X 1 Y and A > B. A subspace of a Steiner triple system is a sub- 
system. 
The order of a linear space, Steiner triple system, or partial Steiner 
triple system, (X, A), is the cardinality of its point set, [ X I. We shall 
frequently denote a linear space of order w by L(w) and a Steiner triple 
system of order u by S(V). It is well-known (cf. [8]) that an S(w) exists 
if and only if v is a positive integer congruent to 1 or 3 modulo 6. 
For a given partial Steiner triple system, T = ( Y, B), we define a (q, T)-n- 
tuple of Steiner triple systems to be a set {(X, At) 1 i = 1, . . . , n} of n triple 
systems of order q, each based on the same point set, X say, which contains 
Y and such that for distinct i and j, Ag n A, = B. If n = 2, we speak of 
(a, T)-pairs of Steiner triple systems. It will be this case, n=2, in which 
we are mainly interested. If the partial triple system T is in fact an S(m) 
for some m, we further speak only of (p, m)-n-tuples and of (a, m)-pairs. 
(Note that this convention is somewhat at variance with [ll].) This last 
convention will lead to no confusion as we are only interested in questions 
of existence, while it is easy to see that the existence of a (Q, T)-pair (or 
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n-tuple) for some triple system T of order m implies the existence of a 
(q, S)-pair (or n-tuple) for each triple system S of order m. 
Two further definitions are of relevance to the results presented in this 
paper. A parallel class of lines in a linear space, (X, A), is a subset of A 
which contains each point of X exactly once. A Kirhnun system of order v 
is a Steiner triple system, (X, A), of order v whose lines admit a partition 
into parallel classes. Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson [18] have shown that 
Kirkman systems of order v exist if and only if Q is positive and congruent 
to 3 modulo 6. 
THEOREM 1. Let T = (X, A) be a partial Steiner triple system of order 
m. Then if either p = 3 (mod 6) and p> 6m + 3 or p = 1 (mod 6) and 
q> 12m+ 7, there exists a (p, T)-pair of Steiner triple systems. 
THEOREM 2. Let p, m 3 1 or 3 (mod 6) and ~2 4m+ 3. Then there 
exists a (p, m)-pair of Steiner triple systems. 
THOREM 3. Let X be a set with cardinality IX]= 6t + 3 > 9. Then there 
exists a pair of Kirkman systems, {(X, Al), (X, AZ)}, with IAl n Azl =O. 
There also exists a pair of Kirkman systems, ((X, As), (X, Ad)), with 
IAs n A41 = 1. 
We also announce the following theorem, whose proof is similar to that 
given for Theorem 3 and is only sketched here. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a set with cardinality 6t + 32 9. Then there 
exists a quadruple of Kirkman systems, ((X, AI), (X, A-2), (X, As), (X, Ad)}, 
such that, for distinct i andj, with 1 pi, j< 4, A$ and Af axe disjoint. 
Theorem 2 is a special case of the following theorem, proved in [7]. 
THEOREM 6. Let p, m = 1 or 3 (mod 6) with p> 2m + 1 and (a, m) # (3,l). 
Then there exists a (q, m)-pair of Steiner triple systems. 
It is well-known that in Theorem 5 the condition q> 2m+ 1 is necessary 
for the existence of an S(q) containing a subsystem S(m). That this is also 
sufhcient was proven by Doyen and Wilson [6]. The proof of Theorem 5 
given in [7] consists essentially of the proof of Theorem 2 given here 
coupled with modifications of several of the constructions given by Doyen 
and Wilson. 
Remembering that an S(1) has no triples, we see that a (q, l)-pair is a 
pair of disjoint triple systems. The cases m= 1,3, and 7 of Theorem 5 were 
known previous to [7] and were proven by, respectively, Doyen [6], 
Lindner [l 11, and Pauwelussen and Udding [17]. An easy corollary to the 
work of Lindner and Rosa [16] is that for any partial triple system T and 
